SMC 2019 - Congress Tours

Social events mainly for accompanying persons

Congress tours can only take place if there is a minimum number of participants (no. 35).
The tours are held in English. They start and end at the Nicolaus hotel.

October 9

POLIGNANO, ALBEROBBELLO, AND THE ITRIA VALLEY
FULL DAY (h 9.00-18.00) - € 75.00 per person (22% VAT INCLUDED).
The tour includes an English-speaking guide, bus and lunch in a typical restaurant.

We will start our tour visiting Polignano a Mare, birthplace of Domenico Modugno and one of the most fascinating small towns near Bari and it is famous for its white cliffs facing the blue-green sea. During the guided walking tour passengers will enjoy some breathtaking views over marine caves, while they discover the picturesque little streets of the old center, adorned with flowers and you could taste the famous ice cream. After a city tour you will enjoy a boat tour inside the marine caves of Polignano and during the summer period it will be possible to have a swim. In the heart of Apulia, the Itria valley is a charming blend of rolling hills and valleys, populated by trulli and farmsteads, one of the most beautiful landscapes in Apulia or anywhere in Italy. A unique place where towns such as Alberobello (UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE), Martina Franca and Ostuni provide impressive images, evoking the true essence of this wonderful region. The trulli, limestone dwellings found in the southern region of Puglia, are remarkable examples of drywall (mortarless) construction, a prehistoric building technique still in use in this region.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS - Full pre-payment is requested. The Organisers reserve the right to change itinerary of the tour for logistic reasons. Reservations will be accepted on a first come first served basis. Otherwise, Centro Italiano Congressi CIC SUD will cancel the tour and the amount paid will be refunded in full. No further claims can be considered. In case of no show or if other means of transportation are used by the participants, no refunds will be made. If a tour is cancelled by the participant after September 24, Th full fee will be payable and no refund can be made. The total sum will also be due if the participant does not show up for the tour.